
Testing a Claim about Population Proportion

Example: A nationwide study of American homeowners revealed that 65% have one
or more lawn mowers. A lawn equipment manufacturer, located in Omaha, feels the
estimate is too low for households in Omaha. Find the P-value for a test of the claim

that the proportion with lawn mowers in Omaha is higher than 65%. Among 497
randomly selected homes in Omaha, 340 had one or more lawn mowers. Use a 0.05
significance(interval.) -fi&r^

A. Requirements
1. The sample must be a sample random sample
2. Binomial distribution

i) Number of trials must be fixed and independent
ii) Two possible outcomes for each trial: Success vs. Failure

3. Normal distribution n-p > 5, n • q > 5

B. Test Statistics

p-p

P-value is the probability that the claim to be successful

C. Conclusion

i) P-value Method
Find the Probability area P-value.

If P-value < a =>reject H0
If P-value > a => fail to reject H0

ii) Traditional Method
1. Find the critical za for Right or Left-Tailed Test

If \zp\ > \za\ => reject H0
If |zp| < \za\ => fail to reject H0

2. Find z« for Two-Tailed Test

If

If

Za
2

z".
2

<\zp\ =»reject H0

> \zp\ =>fail to reject H0

iii) Confidence interval Method n ^
Find (p - E; p+E) h^ £•£ \JL—2l

If p£ (p -E; p+E) ^reject H0 J \J Kj
If p G (p - E, p + E) =>fail to reject H0
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Exercise: A manufacturer considers his production process to be out otcojotrol when
dgfects exceecf3%~} In a random sample of 85 items, the defect rate is(o9%^>ut the
manager claims that this is only a sample fluctuation and production is not really out.of
control. At the 0.01 level of significance, test the manager's claim.

cJtcutu \ ?=0.0^ £.<»_ 0.0y?j^g-OjL_, =.1.57.
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Exercise: A medical school claims that more than 28% of its students plan to go into
general practice. It is found that among a random sample of 130 of the school's
students, 32% of them plan to go into general practice. Find the P-value for a test of the
school's claim.
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Exercise: In a sample of 88 children selected randomly from one town, it is found that 8
of them suffer from asthma. Find the P-value for a test of the claim that the proportion of
all children in the town who suffer from asthma is equal to 11 %.
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Tips Tl 84 Plus Calculator

1. Press Stat

2. Press Arrow twice to select the TEST menu

3. Choose the 5th option 1-PropZTest
4. Insert values for po, x and n according with the problem
5. Select the type of test (left tailed, right tailed or two tiled)
6. Select Calculate

7. Press Enter


